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Aviation Sports Club Gliding Newsletter

THIS WEEKEND:        Club Cellphone 021 745 433 www.ascgliding.org

Saturday   Instructing: Lionel Page   Bank Acct 38-9014-0625483-000

Towing: Fletcher McKenzie

                              Duty Pilot: Jack Foot 

Sunday   Instructing: Steve Wallace   

Towing: Peter Thorpe

                              Duty Pilot: Nathan Graves

MEMBERS NEWS

SATURDAY   Instructor Ivor Woodfield starts us off

I set off to the base early on what looked to be a reasonable day, only to find Lionel Page had 
collected the keys at 0730 on the way to setting up for the Hobsonville Point event, which needed to 
be all set up before the public arrived.   The wind was initially from the east, although forecast to 
swing round to the south west mid morning, and some interesting clouds were starting to form.

Shortly after I had the hanger open 
Peter Thorpe arrived looking for a 
few bits and pieces before heading 
down to Drury to collect the motor 
glider GNW from Drury and bring it 
up to Whenuapai for the weekend. 
Rex Carswell also arrived to deliver 
recharged hand-helds for RDW, 
before he too headed off. Matt 
Ledger and Laura turned up having 
initially been to Hobsonville point to 
deliver a laptop, and they reported 
that there had been a good crowd 

there from the start, which was encouraging. Tony Prentice, Andy McKay and Steve Foreman were also
on hand by now, so RDW and GMW were pulled out and made ready. We were still waiting for the wind 
to move round to the west, and decided we would wait while towie Craig Rook went off to collect fuel 
for RDW, and make the call on which end to set up on once he returned.

http://www.ascgliding.org/


While he was away a couple of keen members took
the initiative to set up on 26, and Andy rigged GKK
up behind the caravan as Gary Patten arrived and
Craig Rook returned with fuel. By now it was clear
that the forecast windshift was not coming, so I
called for a 08 setup, and we trundled everything to
the other end. By now the tower had come on for
the departure of a US aircraft that had been on
base. First flight away was Matt Ledger, taking off
around 12.30, after watching Peter Thorpe  arrive in
GNW. We flew up through some strong lift patches
and managed to get in some good thermalling
exercises during our half hour flight. Next up was
Laura, who also managed to experience some good thermalling opportunities, as well as consolidating 
straight and level flight exercises. By now the lift was strengthening, and we were also able to work 
through some stall demonstrations and some higher speed flying in our efforts to come back down.

While we were up Andy took off in GKK, and soon after that we were able to open G153 as the 
cloudbase had risen sufficiently for us to climb above 3500'. For an hour or so we were able to make 
good use of this extra airspace with Steve Foreman in the back seat of GMW, Gary in GMP and Andy 
all climbing high above the area south and west of Kumeu. However around 1600 it all started to decay.
Last flight of the day was with newly signed up member Brendon, and by the time we launched around 
16.40 things were not looking so good. Andy was back on the ground after a little excursion out of the 
zone to the east and Gary headed down in GMP. As he came to lower the gear however, he discovered a
problem in that the gear raising lever no longer appeared to be connected and he was unable to tell if 
the wheel was down, and if it was, whether it was locked down. He floated carefully down the runway 
preparing for whatever might be the case, and was relieved to feel a wheel working correctly 
underneath him. Subsequent inspection discovered a sheared pin in the mechanism, meaning that GMW 
would be out of action for a while. Well done to
Gary for a good, issue free landing under those
circumstances.

Meanwhile in the twin we were working our way
through some basic exercises in the very last of the
lift, and ended up back at the hanger end after an
extended landing at around 1700. Also while we had
been airborne the crew from the Hobsonville Point
event returned with GVF and reported an overall successful day with much interest in the sport and 
some requests for more information. Then while the club fleet was returned to the hangar Gary 
checked into the damage in GMP and Steve grabbed volunteers to help pack his glider back into the 
trailer -- well polished but un-flown. Being Valentine's day everyone was keen to get away once 
everything was packed up, and the day ended before 1800 after 6 good glider flights, many by new 
members, as well as a few short flights by GNW.

Towie Craig Rook continues.........With a light Easterly wind it was decided to set up on 26 and wait for 
the forecast SW to kick in. Why I have no idea as it wasted a good hour or so and Thomas got tired of



waiting and went home!    The wind didn’t look like changing so we moved down to 08, which I thought 
would be perfect for flying over
Hobsonville Point for the “Come Fly
With Me Day”. However it wasn’t to
be. Peter Thorpe was flying GNW
over from Ardmore and reported a
huge house fire in Greenhithe, that,
and with the tower on watch advising
us to turn left early on take-off I
kept clear of Hobsonville and the
massive smoke plume.  The tower
advised kites and model aircraft to
500 Ft, well the kite was clearly
visible from WP so it must have been
pretty big and looked much higher
than 500ft.   We did 6 flights for the day and as we packed up just after 5PM, and yes, the wind 
changed to a Westerly!

SUNDAY Ray Burns tells all

An early start to the day to help Lionel Page and Ian O’Keefe setup at Hobsonville Point.  After 
opening the Hangar and so on we all popped round to the point and rigged GON for the display.  
Unfortunately GMP suffered a gear failure on Saturday so we decided to leave GVF at the field for 
club members to fly.
When I returned from Hobby the ATC cadets were all out in force for the first day flying in Grob 

motor glider.  The parents chipped in 
and were a great help getting 
everything setup at the 08 end ready 
for flying.  The weather was forecast 
to turn around and become more 
westerly during the day, but that never
eventuated.
Our first flight launched at 1157 with 
two trial flights. Nathan Graves took 
up Andy McKay’s kind offer to fly GKK 
and managed the longest flight at 61 
minutes and made a very nice landing.   
Kishan Pillai and I made a couple of 

flights to get him very close to finishing QGP.  One exercise to complete and one hour of flight time to
finish the 25 hours PIC.  Next
weekend is beckoning…. 
After all his hard work at
Hobsonville Point during the day,
Matt Ledger  came round and
demonstrated some very fine
circuit and landings and Jonathan
Pote finished the day by creating
an exercise in which everything
that can go wrong does.  I was half
expecting him to bail out at some
stage but that was not to be and we
landed at 1646 in time put



everything to bed and call it a day.
In between times Tony Prentice and Kris Pillai each give GVF a bit of a fly, but no one was catching 
Nathan Graves in KK.

COME FLY WITH ME - HOBSONVILLE AVIATION DAY

Matt Ledger, Tony Prentice, Roy
Whitby, Neville Swan, Ivor
Woodfield, Ian O’Keefe, Ray Burns
and Lionel Page and Jack Foot
represented the Club over the
weekend at "Come Fly with Me" on
the Hobsonville wharf.  Each gave up
most of their weekend there or on
the roster at WP and it is a pity more
did not volunteer to spread the load.  
Laura had professionally edited an
excellent twenty minute video of Club
Go-Pros that will also be useful on other occasions.   The organiser believed around ten thousand 
members of the public had visited the event and 'The Magnificent Eight' chatted with (and passed 
leaflets to) several hundred people.   The instant result was three trial flights, but several others 
seemed to be promising candidates for membership, a desperate need for the Club.   They included 
another airline pilot: ASC will be forming an international airline soon at the present rate: perhaps we 
should offer 'Hudson river ratings' post-QGP!   Those on roster, Craig Rook, Rex Carswell, Ivor 
Woodfield and Ray Burns overflew the wharf around 1000' on tow and looked magnificent against a 
perfect sky.

PS The weight-shift hang glider also displayed was there as a result of seeing the 'Warm Air' notices.

RAY BURNS 300KM

Earlier in the week the prospect of a coast day arose.  I put my hand up for GMP and dusted off the 
Colibri, asked Gary for the turn points, and did some basic flight preparation.
The suggestion that a 7:00 am start had me up early and checking the forecast.  It was howling around
the house; that seemed like a good sign.  Load the car and a trip to the petrol station to make sure the
car was full in case of any land out and then off to the field.  I picked up the radio and keys then I saw
Gary’s car outside the local so popped in for a quick one (coffee) with him before opening up.
I DI’d GMP in the hangar while we waited for a wee front to blow through.  Steve gathered everyone 
for a briefing before getting the launching underway.  I launched first (11:38) followed by Steve in KP, 
Lionel in ON, Dave F in KK, Ian in VF, and Steve W and Tony in MW.
The wind was strong enough that take off roll was the shortest I’ve had and we cleared the estuary 
west of the 08 threshold at 1000 feet.  After an eleven minute tow I went through my start line at 
Muriwai at 11:49.  Dropping on to the cliffs I spent some time just getting comfortable, trying to judge
the wind and feeling what was working and what was not.  I headed off stopping at Whatipu to build up 
some height  to make the Manukau jump.  This is a much easier crossing than the Waikato.  It’s about 
6km compared with about 9km.
I arrived at Kerioitahi about 900 feet exactly an hour later.  This is about the spot to stop and build 
up some height to cross Port Waikato.  This took me quite some time (about 40 minutes) but I figured 
that discretion was the better part of valour, (there’s quite a lot of the discretion and valour thing 
coming – patience is a virtue) and I didn’t make the crossing until 12:25.  I really wanted about 2000 



feet but after all this time I decided 1800 was about as good as I was going to get.  Lionel had joined 
be my then and we made the crossing together.  It took 6 minutes to cross and I lost 900 feet in the 
process.
The trip from there to Raglan was uneventful apart from waiting up for some rain to blow through just 
south of the Waikato.  I make Raglan at 14:05.  Leg one is 109 km and had taken me 2:16, 48km/h 
average.  
Turning north I arrived at Port Waikato 25 minutes later at 900 feet.  After another 25 scratchy 
minutes to get to 1600 feet before I made the south to north crossing arriving at the northern side at
780 feet.  It was a straight run to the Manukau arriving at 1511 at 1500 feet.  600 feet later I was at 
the northern side.  I then spent 15 minutes topping up on height before rounding the Piha turnpoint at 
15:24.  Leg 2 97 km 73 Kph;  a bit of a tailwind component.
Leg 3 was back to Port Waikato via my third Manukau crossing.  By now I was getting the hang of it.  I 
arrived there at 15:46 with 1100 feet.  45km at 123 kph.  The final leg back to Muriwai should have 
been even faster with the tailwind.  I had met up with the “Steves” and Ian but we all got stuck at 
Whatipu waiting for rain shower to blow through.  This took a full forty minutes of waiting.  Some 
more discretion and valour lessons.  I finally made Muriwai again at 15:47.  1 hour and one minute. 56 
kph.  If you take out the forty minutes of waiting at Whatipu it would have been 57km at 162 kph!  But
them’s the breaks.  
While VF, KP and MW made the run for home at about Bethells I had to make Muriwai in order to 
cross my finish line.  Unfortunately this last little bit of the trip cost me a lot of height and I ended 
up at 1500 feet struggling to get the 2000 I really wanted before I headed home.  Ian had already 
left and half way back he called with something like “come on in there’s lift all the way back”.  Well it 
turned out he was a little premature and just as well that I waited.  Yet more patience.  Finally at 
17:00 I contacted some lift and drifted over the hills as I climbed reaching 2100 over the high point 
of the hills.  From here it was easy run back to the airfield crossing the 03 threshold about 800 feet 
for left base on to 26.  5:41 Total flight time.  The task part of the exercise was 308km, 298 mins.  

LOOK WHAT HAS JUST APPEARED   

The old Montery Park site is in the process of being turned into a retirement village.  Among the 
buildings slated for demolition was a hangar and would a club on  base like it...free to take away.  
Naturally we said yes please.   Craig Walker Building removals offered to move it at no cost.   Once the
location has been decided by the Air Force following consultation and appropriate consents, its first 
use will be to host a Vampire restoration.



Just A Cup of Tea ………. ONLY A MOTHER WOULD  KNOW... 

One day my mother was out, and my dad was in charge of me. 

I was maybe 2 1/2 years old. Someone had given me a little 'tea set' as a gift, and it was one of my 
favorite toys.    Dad was in the living room engrossed in the evening news when I brought him a little 
cup of 'tea', which was just water. After several cups of tea and lots of praise for such yummy tea, my
mom came home.  

My dad made her wait in the living room to watch me bring him a cup of tea, because it was 'just the 
cutest thing!'  Mom waited, and sure enough, here I came down the hall with a cup of tea for Daddy; 
and she watched him drink it up. Then she said, (as only a mother would know), "'Did it ever occur to 
you that the only place she can reach to get water, is the toilet?"

DUTY ROSTER FOR Feb,Mar,Apr Final

Month
Dat
e Duty Pilot Instructor Tow Pilot Notes

Feb 

14 G PATTEN I 
WOODFIELD C ROOK  

15 R WHITBY R BURNS R 
CARSWELL  

 

21 J FOOT L PAGE F 
MCKENZIE  

22 N GRAVES S WALLACE P THORPE  



Mar

28 K BHASHYAM P THORPE D BELCHER  

1 K BRIDGES I 
WOODFIELD C ROOK  

 

7 S FOREMAN R CARSWELL F 
MCKENZIE  

8 D FOXCROFT S WALLACE A SUNDE  

 

14 G HEALEY I 
WOODFIELD

R 
CARSWELL  

15 B HOCKING R CARSWELL P THORPE  

 

21 I O'KEEFE L PAGE D BELCHER Jumpstart 

22 T O'ROURKE P THORPE C ROOK Jumpstart Alt Day

 

28 G LAKE R BURNS F 
MCKENZIE  

29 R STRUYCK S WALLACE A SUNDE  

Apr

Easter

3 K PILLAI I 
WOODFIELD

R 
CARSWELL  

4 J POTE R CARSWELL D BELCHER  

5 T PRENTICE L PAGE P THORPE  

6 R STRUYCK P THORPE C ROOK  

 11 R WHITBY R BURNS J WAGNER  

12 J FOOT S WALLACE F 
MCKENZIE

 

 18 N GRAVES I A SUNDE  



WOODFIELD

19 K BHASHYAM R CARSWELL D BELCHER  

ANZAC

W/E

25 K BRIDGES L PAGE R 
CARSWELL  

26 S FOREMAN R BURNS P THORPE  

27 D FOXCROFT P THORPE C ROOK  


